CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES

The list of candidates for degrees, certificates, and diplomas appearing herein is subject to such corrections, with respect to additions, deletions, and changes, as may be necessary. The information as presented is current as of the program printing deadline. Graduates attending the ceremony are presented to the Chancellor alphabetically. The winner of the most prestigious award in each faculty, if attending, is presented first.

AUGUSTANA FACULTY

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Kristine Francesca Andres Young, Drama, Calgary
Charleen Asegurado Paracuelles, Mathematics and Physics, Philippines
Nakia Brandon Peacock, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Jaeheart John Perriman, Psychology, Stettler
Jaelle O'Ailna McEwen, Philosophy and Religion, Edmonton
Sarah Jane Peterson, Psychology, Northwest Territories
Liana Kelsey Elizabeth Nand, Psychology, Bashaw
Rebecca Ann Pospolita, Psychology, Wainwright
Colleen Anna Prenoslo, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Makaella Elizabeth McPherson, Psychology, Camrose
Elsie Marie Evelyn Marchand, Drama, Cold Lake
Elizabeth Rhea Martinson, Psychology, St Albert
Meghan May Majeski, Physical Education, Camrose
Kundry Joanne Macfarlane, Psychology, Grande Prairie
Alston Standfield Clarke, Psychology, Edmonton
Aislinn Elizabeth Green, Psychology, Hinton
Jacey Jean Gamroth, Physical Education, Halkirk
Dylan Nicholas Bohaychuk, Environmental Science, Sherwood Park
Morgan Kennedy Baker, English, Stettler
Sarah Lacey Osko, Physical Education, Vegreville
Liam Joseph Dyer, History, Grande Prairie
Charity Lael Brandt, Physical Education, Grande Prairie
Charleigh Marie Forslund, Psychology, Medicine Hat
Naomi Afeworki Mahdere, Chemistry, Calgary
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Wainwright
Janeen Lindsey Skourtes, Psychology, St Albert
Jaden Nycole Skalinski, Psychology, Edmonton
Farshad Labbaf, Psychology, Camrose
Mary Edith Sepp, Psychology, Grande Prairie
Jilanne Marie Stanek, Physical Education, Vermilion
Nikayla Dawn Hovde, Biology, Bawlf
Andrew James Lirette, Environmental Science, Northwest Territories
Connor Christian Maschke, Computing Science, Camrose
Sydney Shyanne Martin, Biology, Medicine Hat
Kam Ya Kwan, Hong Kong SAR
Jenya Ruth Marie Rust, Physical Education, Camrose
Jaya Linhui Xu, Economics, China
Chelsea Rhea Brown, Psychology, Edmonton
Vanessa Marie Viveiros, Physical Education, Strathmore
Hayley Lynn Zuffelato, Physical Education, Edmonton
Leslie Rachel Yarnell, Psychology, Edmonton
Kayla Marie Kowalsky, Psychology, Edson
Sarah Edna Magnuson, Environmental Science, Winfield
Sopha Marie Pomeroy, Physical Education, St Albert
Jared Bradley Becher, Environmental Science, Wainwright
Thomas Leslie William Smith, History, Saskatchewan
Makenna Abigail Krawels, Physical Education, Edmonton
Kaytlin Christine Lee, Global and Development Studies, Tofield
Mikaela Elizabeth Hutchinson, Physical Education and Psychology, Airdrie
Nathan Deni Nobert, Computing Science, Camrose
Mark William Lisoway, Computing Science, De Winton
Faylan Lin, China
Safia El Segou, Global and Development Studies, St John's
Margaret Dean Tran, Biology, Edmonton
Alyssa Marie Fernett, Modern Languages, Ontario
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Environmental Science and Visual Art, Edmonton
Joseph Kaj From Sartison, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Jodi Grant, Physical Education, Edmonton
Vanessa Marie Vivens, Physical Education,_strathmore
Megan Carlson, Physical Education, Edmonton
Kendra Carly Anderson, Environmental Science, Calgary
Alexis Marie Kutsche, Physical Education, Edmonton
Brett Ryan Stewart, Physical Education, Beaumont
Dominic Matthew Smith, Physical Education, Edmonton
Kelley Lynn Blake, Physical Education, Northwest Territories
Nils Anders Haugen Asfeldt, Environmental Science, Athabasca
Lee Vernon McDonald, Sundre
Franziska Dyan Ellen, Biology, Western
Tiansheng Li, Computing Science, China
Jaden Nycole Skalinski, Psychology, Edmonton
Joseph Chang-Yi Chiang, Physical Education, Edmonton
Devin Joseph Thorne, Physical Education, Edmonton
Jared Bradley Becher, Environmental Science, Wainwright
Randy John Roberge, Environmental Science, Slave Lake
Brittany Deyna Dahl, Biology, Stettler
Anya Marie Bouchette, Environmental Science, Sherwood Park
Naomi Afeworki Mahdere, Chemistry, Calgary
Sydney Shyanne Martin, Biology, Medicine Hat
Ruth Marie Rust, Physical Education, Camrose
Ehsan Behzad Badakhchani, Environmental Science, Edmonton
Elsie Marie Evelyn Marchand, Drama, Cold Lake
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Global and Development Studies and Visual Art, Drayton Valley
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Global and Development Studies and Visual Art, Edmonton
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Global and Development Studies, Sherwood Park
Kassidy Marie Bauer, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Northwest Territories
Nathan Deni Nobert, Computing Science, Camrose
Jared Bradley Becher, Environmental Science, Wainwright
Carson Mathew Neufeld, Environmental Science, Estevan
Lanae Marie Ferraro, Psychology, Edmonton
Rita Marie MacMillan, Physical Education, Edmonton
Alissa Marie Fernett, Modern Languages, Ontario
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Environmental Science and Visual Art, Edmonton
Kendra Carly Anderson, Environmental Science, Calgary
Vanessa Marie Vivens, Physical Education, Strathmore
Chariti Lael Brandt, Physical Education, Grande Prairie
Travis John Hinkson, Physical Education, Edmonton
Elsie Marie Evelyn Marchand, Drama, Cold Lake
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Environmental Science and Visual Art, Edmonton
Kendra Carly Anderson, Environmental Science, Calgary
Vanessa Marie Vivens, Physical Education, Strathmore

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Nicole Lynn Rich, English, Baillie
Beaumont Tokay Pekenen, Physical Education, Vermilion
Jennifer Marylin Roxton, English, Hay Lakes
Michaella Rebecca Rumak, Global and Development Studies, Wetaskiwin
Erik Anthony Rust, Physical Education, Camrose
Joya Roth Marie Rust, Physical Education, Camrose
Joseph Kaj From Sartison, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Loretta Leanne Shapka, Psychology, Camrose
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, Global and Development Studies and Visual Art, Drayton Valley
Thomas Leslie William Smith, History, Saskatchewan
Bailey Ruth Marie Rust, Physical Education, Camrose
Joseph Kaj From Sartison, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Vanessa Marie Vivens, Physical Education, Strathmore
Brandon Carls Weinrauch, Physical Education, Grande Prairie
Melissa Karen Wilk, Global and Development Studies, Edmonton
Carly Alyssa Wikles, Physical Studies, Provost
Matthew Eric Wang, Physical Education, Medicine Hat
Leitho Xu, Economics, China
Ye Zhang, Psychology, China

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Mary-Anne Catherine Baldwin, Vegreville
Meghan Marie Edgerton, Grande Prairie
Mireille Caroline April, Heinrich, Edmonton
Danielle Lee, St Albert
Monica Jane Littleton, Grande Prairie
Andrew James Richards, Grande Prairie
Giacomo McConnell Yelland, Camrose

BACHELOR OF MANAGEMENT

Anthony Edward Beaton, Tofield
Patrick Joseph Boly, Peace River
Jordyn Giovanni Bott, Camrose
Chase Whitfield Brown, Drumheller
Benjamin Ahren Bryant, British Columbia
Isaiah Brandon Brown, Edmonton
Jenay Rose Marion, Saskatchewan
Jessica Anne Barker, Global and Development Studies, St Albert
Kassidy Marie Bauer, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Jennay Karlye Thompson, Physical Education, Camrose
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Wainwright
Sarah Rebecca Squires, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Chantall Anna Ricard, Biology, Sturgeon County
Natalia Lee Rodriguez Garcia, Biology and Psychology, Calgary
Ryley Ruback, Psychology, Drumheller
Marta Piotr Zdenko, Physical Education, Edmonton
Colton Kelly Simard, Computing Science, Chauvin
Jillian Diane Marie Stanko, Physical Education, Edmonton
Belinda Charni Slicker, Physical Education, Cochrane
Alexis Sophie Smith, Chemistry, Valleyview
Patrick James Smith, Chemistry, Northwest Territories
Charity Lael Brandt, Physical Education, Grande Prairie
Rebecca Ann Pospolita, Psychology, Wainwright
Sarah Rebecca Squires, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Carmen Angeles Feder, Psychology, Beaumont
Margaret Young Tran, Biology, Edmonton
Matthew Ryan Vavclair, Physical Education, Camrose
Derek Anthony Van Hieren, Environmental Science, Castor
Kathryn Victoria Vendemburg, Mathematics and Physics, Camrose
Larissa Anne Wilhelm, Psychology, Beaumont
Mackenzie Faith Winder, Physical Education, Tofield
Peter Zeng, Computing Science, British Columbia

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION

Andrew Edward Beaton, Tofield
Patrick Joseph Boly, Peace River
Jordyn Giovanni Bott, Camrose
Chase Whitfield Brown, Drumheller
Benjamin Ahren Bryant, British Columbia
Isaiah Brandon Brown, Edmonton
Jenay Rose Marion, Saskatchewan
Jessica Anne Barker, Global and Development Studies, St Albert
Kassidy Marie Bauer, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Jennay Karlye Thompson, Physical Education, Camrose
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Wainwright
Sarah Rebecca Squires, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Chantall Anna Ricard, Biology, Sturgeon County
Natalia Lee Rodriguez Garcia, Biology and Psychology, Calgary
Ryley Ruback, Psychology, Drumheller
Benjamin Ward John Schmidt, Chemistry, Killam
Shaye Steven, Physical Education, Cochrane
Kyle Riley Stibet, Physical Education, Camrose
Colton Kelly Simard, Computing Science, Chauvin
Jillian Diane Marie Stanko, Physical Education, Edmonton
Belinda Charni Slicker, Physical Education, Cochrane
Alexis Sophie Smith, Chemistry, Valleyview
Patrick James Smith, Chemistry, Northwest Territories
Natalia Anna-Lydia Spencer, Biology, Yukon
Sarah Rebecca Squires, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Carmen Angeles Feder, Psychology, Beaumont
Margaret Young Tran, Biology, Edmonton
Matthew Ryan Vavclair, Physical Education, Camrose
Derek Anthony Van Hieren, Environmental Science, Castor
Kathryn Victoria Vendemburg, Mathematics and Physics, Camrose
Larissa Anne Wilhelm, Psychology, Beaumont
Mackenzie Faith Winder, Physical Education, Tofield
Peter Zeng, Computing Science, British Columbia

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION

Andrew Edward Beaton, Tofield
Patrick Joseph Boly, Peace River
Jordyn Giovanni Bott, Camrose
Chase Whitfield Brown, Drumheller
Benjamin Ahren Bryant, British Columbia
Isaiah Brandon Brown, Edmonton
Jenay Rose Marion, Saskatchewan
Jessica Anne Barker, Global and Development Studies, St Albert
Kassidy Marie Bauer, Physical Education, Saskatchewan
Jennay Karlye Thompson, Physical Education, Camrose
Katelyn Nicole Skolski, Psychology, Wainwright
Sarah Rebecca Squires, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Chantall Anna Ricard, Biology, Sturgeon County
Natalia Lee Rodriguez Garcia, Biology and Psychology, Calgary
Ryley Ruback, Psychology, Drumheller
Benjamin Ward John Schmidt, Chemistry, Killam
Shaye Steven, Physical Education, Cochrane
Kyle Riley Stibet, Physical Education, Camrose
Colton Kelly Simard, Computing Science, Chauvin
Jillian Diane Marie Stanko, Physical Education, Edmonton
Belinda Charni Slicker, Physical Education, Cochrane
Alexis Sophie Smith, Chemistry, Valleyview
Patrick James Smith, Chemistry, Northwest Territories
Natalia Anna-Lydia Spencer, Biology, Yukon
Sarah Rebecca Squires, Psychology, Sherwood Park
Carmen Angeles Feder, Psychology, Beaumont
Margaret Young Tran, Biology, Edmonton
Matthew Ryan Vavclair, Physical Education, Camrose
Derek Anthony Van Hieren, Environmental Science, Castor
Kathryn Victoria Vendemburg, Mathematics and Physics, Camrose
Larissa Anne Wilhelm, Psychology, Beaumont
Mackenzie Faith Winder, Physical Education, Tofield
Peter Zeng, Computing Science, British Columbia